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Being a FireSoul has its perks. Cass Clereaux can find any type of magical treasure or steal any

magical power.Â  Sheâ€™ll pick hunting treasure any day because she doesnâ€™t have to kill for it,

but that doesnâ€™t mean she hasnâ€™t stolen powers before.Â  She needs them to stay alive.Â  A

fight to the death is the least of what she can expect if other supernaturals find out what she is, so

Cass has become an expert at lying low..When her friend is sucked into a magical portal, sheâ€™s

the only one with the power to help him.Â  But what Cass uncovers is a danger greater than

sheâ€™d ever imaginedâ€”and linked to her past in a way sheâ€™d never expect.Â  Even worse, the

portal puts her whole town at risk.Â  As the threat grows, she must confront her fear of losing control

over her new powers or lose any hope of saving hundreds of lives.Sure, being a FireSoul has its

perks. But a fight to the death isn't one of them.Dragon's Gift series features kick butt heroines, a

griffin hero, and otherworldly adventure.
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I have mixed feelings about this book, I have read them all and this one while almost non-stop

action in places left me feeling we really only moved the overarching story ahead a small bit, several

of the things that were to be protected were not and the heroine ends up kinda depressing.So why

did I give it 4 Stars? I love the plot, I love the characters and I can't wait to see where this is going

but I wish the ending was a bit more upbeat (no it is not really depressing, just not the ending I

hoped for).The romance is still at low ebb and while a bit humorous it needs to move forward a

small bit but not so much parents would not feel good about giving it to their teenager to read. So far

the plots have kept this going and it is definitely not all rainbows and unicorns which adds to the

depth of these books.I am really enjoying these books but it is REALLY hard to keep the same bad

guy in a long running series, this "Monster" needs to bit the dust in the next book IMHO and maybe

come up with a new bad guy since the rest of the characters have stories that could be told and

romances built around. I fear it will get stale if we don't end him and move on with a new horror of

some sort.Bottom line: I love these books, I loved this book but truth be told I think I liked it a small

bit less than the other 2 books (nothing major, more of an overall feeling). the main couple are

exceptional, the secondary characters could really add to this series if we can end the current "bad

guy" in the next book and use some new plots/romances/etc. These are people I want to continue to

read about but not fearing/fighting the same "Monster".
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